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Abstract: In this paper, an improved modeling based on Elman neural network wasproposed to analyze the nonlinear features of
nonlinear circuits with the memory effect. The input vector of the hidden layer in neural network is normalized to enhance the neural
network convergence precision. A group of Chebyshev orthogonalbasis functions was employed to activate hidden layer neurons.
Computer simulation results of the nonlinear power amplifier (PA) have shown that the proposed behavioral modeling not only
accurately describes the nonlinear distortions of PAs, but also well depicts memory effect of PAs. And, the proposed approach could be
also applied to analyze linear circuits and RF power amplifiers.
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1 Introduction

As a kind of nonlinear circuit, The output transistors of
Class-D power amplifiers (CDPAs) operate in the ohmic
and cut-off regions, therefore, the CDPAs
nonlinearity [1], including the harmonic distortion and the
intermodulation distortion (IMB) [2, 3], is very serious.
This switching-mode PA can also provide high efficiency
at RF and microwave frequencies.

The behavioral modeling [4] is an effective way to
study PA’s nonlinear characteristics. Currently, the main
PA’s behavioral modeling with the memory effect is
Volterra series method [5]. Since many of the coefficients
in Volterra series model, it is difficult to use in practical
applications. Thus, there have been various improved PA’s
models based on Volterra series.

Because the neural networks (NNs) can be provided
with a good approximation for nonlinear functions and
systems, the modeling methods of PA based on NNs are
being taken seriously [6–8]. In order to research the
distortion behavior of nonlinear PAs, an improved
modeling based on Elman neural network (ENN) was
proposed in this paper. A group of Chebyshev orthogonal
basis functions [9] instead of sigmoid functions were
employed as the activation functions of hidden layer. The

gradient descent algorithm was derived to train the
connecting weights of improved ENN to enhance learning
ability of model and raise its convergence speed.
Numerical simulation results have shown that the
improved model could well describes the nonlinear
features of PA circuits.

2 The Basic Elman Neural Network

The architecture of basic Elman neural network (BENN)
[6] is illustrated in Fig. 1. The BENN model is composed
of four layers. The input layerur(k),(r = 1,2, ...,R) , has
R nodes. It accepts the input variables and transmits to the
hidden layer. The hidden layerFj(k),( j = 1,2, ...,L), hasL
nodes and contains the transfer functionf (p). The context
layerxc

l (k),(l = 1,2, ...,L) is the feedback loop of hidden
layer and it hasL neural nodes, too. The output layer hasM
nodes and the outputym(k),(m = 1,2, ...,M), is the linear
combination of the hidden layer output.

y(k) =W 3(k)F(k) (1)

F(k) = f [P(k)] (2)
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P(k) =W 2(k)u+W 1(k)Xc(k) (3)

Xc(k) = F(k−1) (4)

Where W 3(k) is the L × M dimensional weight matrix
from the hidden layer to the output layer.W 2(k) is the
R× L dimensional weight matrix from the input layer to
the hidden layer.W 1(k) is theL× L dimensional weight
matrix from the context layer to the hidden layer.k is the
number of the iteration steps andf (p) usually represents
the sigmoid function.

Because training and convergence speed of BENN [10]
are usually very slow and it is not suitable for time critical
applications, some improved models base on Elman neural
network have been proposed recently and certificated to
have some advantages over the BENN [11,12].

Fig. 1: The architecture of BENN

3 The Improved Model Based on ENN

3.1 The Chebyshev orthogonal basis function

According to the Chebyshev recursive formula, the
Chebyshev orthogonal polynomials are expressed as



























f1(p) = 1
f2(p) = p
. 1≤ j ≤ L−2
.
.
f j+2(p) = 2p f j+1(p)− f j(p)

(5)

The Chebyshev functions are used to Chebyshev
Functional Neural Network in [9]. To raise learning speed
and enhance convergence precision of behavioral model
of PAs, a group of Chebyshev orthogonal polynomial
functions were used to activate the hidden layer neurons
instead of sigmoid functions in Elman neural network.

The input of Chebyshev orthogonal basis functions
[13] is defined within the interval [-1,1]. Therefore, the
input vectorP(k) has to be appropriately normalized.

P̄(k) = P(k)/max[abs(P(k))] (6)

F(k) = f [P̄(k)] (7)

Wheremax[abs(P(k))] is the maximum absolute unit
of the input vector in hidden layer.̄P(k) is the normalized
input vector of hidden layer.

3.2 Training Algorithm

In improved ENN, a supervised learning is used to train
the connecting weights of improved ENN based on the
gradient descent algorithm. The BP algorithm is applied
to adjust parameters of improved ENN by using the
training patterns. By recursive algorithm of the chain rule,
the iteration relationships of connecting weights of
improved ENN to the corresponding layers are then
given.

Assume that the desired system output vector is
ỹ(k) = [ỹ1(k), ỹ2(k), ..., ˜yM(k)]T and the proposed model
output vector isy(k) = [y1(k),y2(k), ...,yM(k)]T . The error
functionE(k) [10] can be defined as:

E(k) =
1
2
[ỹ(k)− y(k)]T [ỹ(k)− y(k)] (8)

Demonstrate the partial derivatives of the connecting
weightsW 3(k), W 2(k), andW 1(k) by means of the error
functionE(k), respectively. The improved ENN’s training
algorithm is expressed by the gradient descent
algorithm [2].

∆w1
jl(k) = η1

M

∑
m=1

[δm(k)w
3
m j(k)]∂Fj(k)/∂w1

jl(k) (9)

∆w2
jr(k) = η2λ j(k)ur(k) (10)

∆w3
m j(k) = η3δm(k)Fj(k) (11)

with
δm(k) = ỹm(k)− ym(k) (12)

λ j(k) =
M

∑
m=1

[δm(k)w
3
m j(k)] f

′

j(.)/max1≤ j≤L(|p j(k)|) (13)
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∂Fj(k)

∂w1
jl(k)

= f
′

j(.)x
c
l (k−1)/max1≤ j≤L(|p j(k)|) (14)

It has to be noticed thatf
′

j(.) in equation (13), (14)
denote the first derivative of the first category Chebyshev
orthogonal basis functions.η1 , η2 and η3 represent the
learning rate of the connecting weights.

In order to well analyze the error of system output and
improved ENN output, the time domain error functione(k)
is termed as:

e(k) = |y(k)− ỹ(k)| (15)

The basic steps to determine the required optimal
number of neurons in hidden layer are provided as
follows.

Step1: Initialize iteration stepk = 0, the weights
W 3(k), W 2(k) andW 1(k) of improved ENN are as 0, and
corresponding learning rates areη1 = 0.05
,η2 = η3 = 0.004. Set initialized number of neurons in
hidden layern = 4, define maximum neurons in hidden
layer nmax = 50, maximum iteration stepsN = 100,
threshold value of the errorεmin =−30dB .

Step2: Increase the number of iteration stepk = k+1;
if k > N ,end the training process.

Step3: Normalize the vectorP(k) in hidden layer;
Step4: According to formula (1), (7) and (4), calculate

the outputs of every neuron in every layer and the error
functionE(k) of kth iteration step. IfE(k) is less thanεmin,
end the training process, else execute step 5.

Step5: Acquire the adjustment values of the weight
matrixes according to formulas (9) to (11), Update the
weights w1

jl(k + 1) = w1
jl(k) + ∆w1

jl(k),w
2
jr(k + 1) =

w2
jr(k) + ∆w2

jr(k) and w3
i j(k + 1) = w3

i j(k) + ∆w3
i j(k).

Jump to step 2.
Step6: Increase the number of hidden layer neuronsn,

if n > nmax, end the training process. Jump to step2.

4 Simulation results and analysis

In order to verify the correctness and reliability of
improved ENN model, the training sample sequence is
achieved from the two-tone input of half-bridge CDPA
shown in Fig. 2.

As shown in Fig. 2, the PWM signalq is produced by
two-tone signal and triangular signal, and its output logic
level is ±12V . The frequencies of two-tone signal are
f1 = 3kHz and f2 = 430Hz, and the amplitudes are
AM1 = AM2 = 4V . The frequency and amplitude of
triangular signal are determined asf3 = 40kHz and
AM3 = 9.6V . A group of the training samples ˜y are
extracted from 10ms to 11ms by the sampling frequency
fs = 100kHz.

Fig. 2: The circuit of half-bridge CDPA

Fig. 3: The error functions versus the hidden layer
neurons, left:Improved model, right: BENN model

4.1 Optimal Neurons Number in Hidden Layer

In order to determine the optimal neurons number in
hidden layer of two models, the relationship between the
error function E(k) and the hidden layer neuronsn is
presented, as shown in Fig. 3.

It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the errorE(k) of BENN
model is -1.33dB, The errorE(k) of improved ENN
model is only -27.96dB under the same conditions
(N=100, n=10). The improved ENN model’s convergence
speed and stability is superior than BENN model,
distinctly, although the errorE(k) of both models declines
rapidly with the increase of the number of hidden layer
neurons when iteration stepsN = 100 .

If the threshold value of the error function isεmin =
−28dB, the optimal number of neurons in hidden layer of
proposed model can be determined asn = 10 by analyzing
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4: Comparison between circuit output and BENN
model in time domain

Fig. 5: Comparison between circuit output and improved
ENN model in time domain

4.2 Simulation Analysis of Two Models

Select the hidden layer neuronsn = 10. The simulation
results of half-bridge CDPA base on BENN and improved
ENN model are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 when iteration
steps N = 100. In different number of hidden layer
neurons, the errorE(k) and the maximum time domain
error emax of two models are listed in Table 1. Similarly,
the errorE(k) and the maximum time domain erroremax
of two models are presented in Table 2 when the iteration
stepsN = 200.

Table 1: E(k) andemax of two models (N = 100)

model n E(k) (dB) emax(V )
BENN model 7 1.33 6.7026×100

BENN model 10 −1.33 4.9379×100

BENN model 13 −3.99 3.6314×100

proposed model 7 −17.21 7.9330×10−1

proposed model 10 −27.96 2.2910×10−1

proposed modell 13 −38.92 6.5100×10−2

Table 2: E(k) andemax of two models (N = 200)

model n E(k) (dB) emax(V )
BENN model 7 −13.25 3.3086×100

BENN model 10 −20.13 1.7958×100

BENN model 13 −26.58 9.7120×10−1

proposed model 7 −41.87 4.6400×10−2

proposed model 10 −63.45 3.9000×10−3

proposed model 13 −85.31 3.1225×10−4

It can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2, with the increase
of the iteration steps, bothE(k) and emax decrease. The
larger the number of hidden neuronsn is, the smaller both
E(k) and emax are. To reach the approximate errorE(k)
with the same iteration steps, improved ENN needs fewer
hidden layer neurons than BENN. When the hidden layer
neurons and iteration steps are same, the proposed ENN
model has faster convergence speed and higher
convergence precision than BENN model.

By the above comparison and analysis, The proposed
ENN model is superior to the BENN model in both
accuracy and calculation in time domain, which means a
significant improvement of performance based on
proposed model.

Based on proposed ENN model, the frequency
characteristics of simulation results are given in Fig. 6
whenn = 10 andN = 200. The spectrum error between
circuit output and proposed ENN model output is shown
as Fig. 7.

The magnitudes and frequencies of IMD products of
the half-bridge CDPA are listed in Table 3. Due to the

Table 3: IMD products of the half-bridge CDPA

IMD prod. lower IMD2 upper IMD2 lower IMD3 upper IMD3
Frequency 2570 3430 2140 3860
Magnitude -6.84dB -4.03dB -2.79dB 2.88dB

memory effect, the IMD products are asymmetries in
lower and upper sidebands [14]. The IMD products are
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Fig. 6: The spectrum of circuit output and improved
model.

Fig. 7: The spectrum error between circuit output and
improved model.

asymmetries too in Table 3, which is caused by the
memory effect of CDPAs. It can be known in Fig. 7 that
the maximum spectrum error between the circuit output
and the proposed ENN model output is less than
2.4724×10−3V .

Simulation results show that the proposed model can
well describe the memory effect of CDPAs. The accuracy
of the proposed behavioral model is also high in frequency
domain.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, an improved modeling based on ENN was
proposed to describe the nonlinear features of PAs. In
proposed ENN model, a group of Chebyshev orthogonal
basis functions was employed to activate hidden layer
neurons. The input vector of the hidden-layer in neural
network is normalized to enhance the neural network
convergence precision. Meanwhile, the optimized
algorithm, based on the relationship between the error
function and the number of hidden layer neurons, is used
to determine the required optimal number of neurons in
hidden layer. The gradient descent algorithm was derived
to train the connecting weights of improved ENN. The
computer simulation results have shown that the proposed
behavioral modeling has faster learning speed and higher
convergence precision than BENN model in time domain
and frequency domain. Furthermore, the proposed model
can be used to describe the memory effect of PAs, and
could also be applied to analyze the nonlinearity of the
RF power amplifiers.
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